Descriptive words worksheet

Match the words above to the appropriate similar meanings below.

Instead of *said*  |  Instead of *good*  |  Instead of *ran*

Instead of *walked*  |  Instead of *saw*  |  Instead of *liked*
Descriptive words sorting worksheet answers

Said-whispered/shouted/questioned/called/remarked
Good-superb/delightful/pleasant/grand/terrific/superior/great/wonderful/amazing/marvelous/splendid
Ran-rushed/sprinted/jogged/hurried/raced/sped
Walked-marched/strolled/hiked/traveled/sighted
Saw-observed/noticed/examined/watched/spied/stared/glimpsed
Liked-love/cherish/treasure/adore/fancy/idolize/appreciate/prefer/enjoy/care/admire/favor